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More Info at librarycamden.org

MAKE n CONNECT n DISCOVER

Camden
Public
Library
MAKE n CONNECT n DISCOVER

Saturday, September 12
11 am to 3 pm
Camden Public Library

3D Makers 2015
3D DRAWINGS - Greta van Campen of Center for Maine Contemporary Art (CMCA) shows how 3-D drawings work, including what
makes the image pop out into three dimensions. Prepared to be
amazed! Using simple materials and a little know-how, you can turn
any drawing into an ‘anaglyph’ -- a 3-D drawing. Create a small
‘portfolio’ of drawings to view with 3-D glasses!
3D PRINTER ART & SCIENCE - Sarah Post, Cornerstones of
Science, shows how The Cube 3D Printer works, and discusses the
art and science of manufacturing. Preview the future when makers
will descend on libraries with their ideas to easily, quickly, and inexpensively draft and build products using a library 3D printer.

WELCOME
Camden Public Library’s
Midcoast Mini Maker Faire
We hope that you have a great time
with our Makers today. There are
all sorts of fun things happening,
from hands on to high tech.
We encourage you to explorethe
creative possibilities and have fun!

Thank you to our event sponsors -

3D PRINTER SOFTWARE - Charley Lind demonstrates a Lulzbot
3D printer and introduces Sketch-Up free 3D drawing software.
Faire-goers can see Charley’s 3D plastic creations of architectural
models, action figures, and a quadcopter drawn using SketchUp.

Check out Electricity Maine’s booth where kids are making electricity!

936 Eastern Rd, P.O. Box 68, Warren, Maine 04864
Phone: 207.273.2296 Fax: 207.273.2960

Arduino Classes at 11:30 and 1:00
in the Library’s Picker Room

Supporting Maine’s

Creative Community

Makers 2015 continued

The Makers 2015

MONSTERS! - Kelly Finlay and the Farnsworth Museum is creating a menagerie of hand drawn monsters! Color them in, cut
them out, and then collage them together using mod-podge to
create a personal work of art.

ARDUINO 101 Stephen Abbadessa, of Northern Self Reliance,
introduces Arduino technology at 11:30 in the Library’s Picker
Room. Open to all!

OCEAN SEAWEED - Phoebe Jekielek of Hurricane Island Center
for Science and Leadership teaches about types of seaweed we have
in Maine and the role seaweed plays in our everyday lives. Build a
mini ROV with us to see how we explore the underwater world or
make an algae press or solar print to take home with you.
PROP MAKER - Farrell Candy is a 14 year old prop maker, making props, costumes, and artifacts from movies and television,
with some original items. Come make your very own Harry
Potter inspired wand with Farrell!
SOLAR HEATING - John Gass shows how to build a solar hot-air
heater using basic materials like plywood, foam insulation, and
aluminum downspouts. Also learn about WiFi-enabled performance monitoring systems and solar powered fans.
HOME-MADE AUTOMOBILE - George Jennings will bring his
homemade automobile, with recycled parts that from other cars
kids can identify. He will aslo have models of a couple other
projects of his -- the ‘Automobile Rotisserie’ and the ‘SunPuddle Greenhouse.’
THERMAL IMAGING - Ham Niles of Evergreen Home Performance will help you create a thermal family portrait or selfie,
revealing temperature differences, proving once and for all
who’s hot and who’s not!

ARDUINO 102 - Stephen Abbadessa, demonstrates further
Arduino technology at 1:00 in the Library’s Picker Room.
All are welcome!
BOTANICAL BATH SOAK - Claire T. Weinberg of Dulse and
Rugosa introduces the benefits of seaweed for your skin with
a project of making a simple seaweed and botanical bath soak.
Lots of fun for every age, this is a very hands on project. You
will get to take home some of the bath soak to try at home!
BUBBLES, BOTTLES, AND GOOP! - Maker Faire volunteers
offer several wonderful hands-on projects: Gigantic Bubbles;
Slime Central thermal goop; Magnetic Sensory Bottles; and
Mini Book-making!
DRONE PHOTOS - Josh Gerritsen is holding flying demonstrations to show what can be done with aerial photography for the
photo and film-making business. This evolving technology has
many possible future applications for enterprising makers.
ELECTRIC DOUGH - Judy Vardamis, of Electricity Maine, shows
you how to light up LED lights -- pink dough conducts, blue
dough resists, and together they can light up the LEDs!
Future electrical engineers will love this hands on, multifaceted experiment that explores how circuits are made.

Midcoast Mini Maker Faire
Layout of Amphitheatre and Park

		

Makers 2015 continued
GO-PRO CAMERA KITES- Patrick McManus and the Camden
Children’s House Montessori kids are building kites with a
Go-Pro camera to take overhead shots of the town and the
fair! Learn how they build it, fly the kite, and get copies of
photos.
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LOCKPICKING! - Tom Williams of The Open Organization of
Lockpickers (TOOOL) gives lock picking lessons and technical information. Ever dream of being a locksmith, a private
investigator, or a spy? This skill may start you on the road to
great adventures.

Family Picnic
and Playspace

Harbor

Be sure to check out the snack vendors on Atlantic Ave:
Coffeeman -- making fresh coffee to keep you energized through the Faire
Fresh Ella’s Ice Cream -- serving up her special ice cream for kids of all ages

Thank you to our hard working 2015 committee:
Amanda Austin
Chelsea Avirett
Maggi Blue
Amber Cosby

Nate Davis
Kathleen Gass
Kathy Goldner
Ken Gross

Amy Hand
Dave Jackson
Nikki Maounis
Elphie Owen

HOVERCRAFT - Wilson Gray makes a hovercraft using a leafblower, plywood, polyethylene, and other construction materials. See how it works as it moves around, and ride (if you are
200 lbs or less) on the innovative hovercraft.

Penney Read
Sandy Weisman
Hilary Woodard
Olga Zimmerman

MINI MEMOIRS - Meghan Vigeant, of Stories To Tell, works with
you to create an audio recordings of a personal story in 10
minutes or less. Stories are short, true, and unscripted.
Storytellers of all ages are welcome and will leave the Faire
with their Mini Memoir on a CD to take home and share with
their family, friends, and future generations. A recording of
someone’s voice telling their own story is a treasure to cherish.
MODULAR ORIGAMI - Eva Szillery started folding origami
to teach math. Modular Origami is an important branch of
research at MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence.
It is applicable for children and adults and represent an artful
and playful approach to math.

